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Abstract 
Some preliminary discussion is presented on the nonlinear analysis of plate and shell structures under mechanical and thermal 
loading. As an illustrative example non-linear coupled partial differential equations derived in the von Karman sense and 
extended to thermal loading with the inclusion of curvature for a skew rectangular panel has been employed to analyze thermal 
stresses for movable edge boundary condition. 
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1. Introduction 
In structural mechanics and in many branches of engineering mechanics and aeronautics, the widespread use of 
plates and shells are made to deal with thermal stresses, deformations, buckling and vibrations of plates and shells  
for which there arises the need for reliance upon different methods of analysis. Analytical techniques in dealing with 
such problems have serious limitations because of difficulties in deriving closed-form solutions of nonlinear 
differential equations. Thin plates and shells of regular polygonal and irregular shapes made of isotropic, orthotropic 
and sandwich materials are often subjected to different kinds of mechanical and thermal loading and as a result such 
structural components are prone to deformations, bucking and vibrations for which proper analysis are required to 
be made and of great interest to designers, engineers, scientists and researchers. 
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     The bulk of classical approach in Applied Mechanics rests on the assumption that the phenomenon involved 
has been described by the linear mathematical model by many researchers. However, with the advent of modern 
technology and systems exposed to oppressive operational conditions induce large deflections, i.e., deflections that 
are of the same order as the plate and shell thickness and small compared to in-plane dimensions of the structures. 
Thus, when the deflections are no longer small in comparison to the thickness but small compared to the in-plane  
dimensions, the middle surface strains must be considered in deriving the differential equations of thin plates and 
shell structures. In this way one gets the nonlinear partial differential equations in the classical nonlinear theory. 
    For the analysis of large deflections of plates von Karman’s coupled nonlinear partial differential equations 
have extensively been employed by many a earlier researcher.  
    These equations which are of the fourth order with respect to the unknown deflection W and stress function F  
enables one to determine w and F  with extension to thermal loading and with the inclusion of curvature for shallow 
shells. These equations can also be expressed in terms of displacement components u, v and w and can conveniently 
been used for the nonlinear analysis of different kind of plates and shells.  
von Karman’s equations are generally difficult to deal with because of its coupled nonlinearity and as yet no 
general solutions of these equations are known. However, approximate and different numerical and computational 
methods have been adopted for the solution of such large deflections analysis of plates and shells. 
    There is a galaxy of outstanding research workers of whom detailed references of works may be available in  
[1-3] who employed von Karman equations to the analysis nonlinear behavior of thin plates, both isotropic and 
orthotropic under mechanical and other kinds of loading and subsequently extended to shallow shells with the 
inclusion of curvature and thermal loading parameter 
    Due to the mathematical complexities, many researchers have resorted to the use of different computational 
and numerical techniques to deal with problems of nonlinear dynamic analysis of plates and shells under thermal 
stresses. 
    Since von Karman equations are in the coupled form, H.M.Berger [4]proposed quasi-linear partial differential 
equations in the decoupled form with extension to thermal stresses for plates and shallow shells. 
    For nonlinear analysis of plates and shells under stationary and non-stationary temperature distribution and for 
heated orthotropic plates basic governing equations have been proposed by Biswas [ 5-11 ]  
    The outstanding works of N.Kamiya [12-19 ] of Japan should be mentioned for heated sandwich plates and 
shells using Berger’s approximation. 
   For irregular-shaped plates and for plates of polygonal shapes, complex variable theory and conformal mapping 
technique could conveniently be employed by Biswas [ 7 ]. 
   Now presented below the use of nonlinear coupled partial differential equations derived in the von Karman 
sense and extended to thermal loading with the inclusion of curvature for a skew rectangular panel to analyze 
thermal stresses for movable edge boundary condition. 
2. Basic governing equations 
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Where 
 
F  Stress function, E  Young’s Modulus, h  Shell Thickness, w  Normal Displacement Component 
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tD  Co-efficient of Linear Thermal Expansion, ,a b  Shell Dimension 
2   Laplacian Operator,   Q  Poisson’s Ratio,  ,
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   where T  is the temperature distribution within the plate or shell as stated by  Nowacki [2] and 
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T1   and   T2 = temperatures at the lower and upper media  respectively.    
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    Eqs. (1) and (2) are nonlinear in w and coupled. 
    If we choose w as in (12) below satisfying clamped-edge boundary conditions  (11), Eq. (1) for the stress function 
becomes linear in form and easily solvable as shown in the analysis for clamped movable-edge boundary conditions. 
The stress function thus obtained and inserted into equation (2) results into a cubic equation determining the central 
deformation after applying the tedious but simple and lengthy mathematical calculations. 
3. Transformation to skew co-ordinates 
Geometry of the Shell-Panel is shown in Fig.1. 
 
Fig. 1. Geometry of the Shell-Panel 
 
    We consider a skew shell panel of length 2a  along the [ -axis   (taken horizontally) and peripheral width 2b  
along the K -axis, the origin is being located in the mid-plane at the centre of the shell panel. )  is the skew angle 
measured between the [  direction and the tangential to the K  direction. 
    In terms of the above geometry and co-ordinates systems,  ,[ K  represents skew (oblique) co-ordinates and  ,x y  
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are the rectangular co-ordinates, which are related as follows 
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    Accordingly in terms of oblique (skew) co-ordinates equation (1) transform into 
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4. Method of solution 
 
    The deformation mode shape satisfying the boundary conditions for clamped edges 
 
0
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is chosen in the form 
0 (1 cos )(1 cos )w w D E                                                   (12)  
We assume z - independent planner temperature   distribution in the form [Ref.10, page-265] 
 
 0 1, ,  ,   sin  sin         (  )    T z x y T[ K W D E                                                              (13)      
                                                              
    such  that  , ,T z[ K  vanishes around the periphery of the shell panel   , , 0T z[ K   when   ; )a b[ K r  r  
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 Using Eq. (7) and (8) and after re-arranging terms one gets   
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where Ci   ( i = 1,2,… 8)  are known coefficients given in the Appendix. The particular integral pF  of  Eq. (14) is 
obtained in the form  
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where, bi ( I = 1,2,….. 10 ) are also known coefficients and given in the Appendix. The complementary function 
of Eq. (14) is taken in the form 
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where the constants , ,L M N  contribute directly to the in-plane stresses ,N N[[ KK  and N[K  respectively and will be 
determined by using the boundary conditions as stated below
     Since the above in-plane stresses can be expressed in terms of stress function  ,F [ K the following set of 
relaxed boundary conditions for movable edges are enforced [ 20-21 ]. 
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Using the above boundary conditions (17-20) to the complete stress function  , c pF F F[ K                
one gets 
 
0L M N                                                                                                                                                             (21)    
                                                                                                  
     
    Therefore, the stress function is completely determined for movable edges in the form 
 
   , ,pF F[ K [ K                                                                                                                                                     (22)    
                                                                               
    Expressions for thermal stresses are given by 
 
^ `221 , 2sin , sin ,cosN F F F[[ KK [K [[§ ·  )  )¨ ¸)© ¹                                                                                                      (23) 
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from which mathematical expressions  for the inplane stresses /N Eh[[   and /N EhKK  can be derived. 
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5. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 
    Numerical computations and detailed discussion for the non-dimensional thermal stresses for a skew panel could 
be presented for cross-variation of different parameters involved in the analysis and is excluded for brevity of space 
in the presentation. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
Skew plates and skew shell panels under thermal stresses find wide applications in aerospace industry since the 
nose of an aircraft structure is generally non-rectangular and skew-shaped and exposed to severe thermal 
environments. The stress function so derived from Eq. (1) can conveniently be employed in Eq. (2) and application 
of Galerkin Procedure or using other suitable computational methods will lead to a cubic equation to determine the 
normal displacement function in terms of the parameters involved in the analysis. Such exercise is too rigorous and 
may constitute a separate paper. 
 
Appendix A.  
The big expressions for the constant coefficients C i [ i = 1,2,3,….. , 8 ] and also for bi [ i= 1,2,3,…., 10] in Eqs. 
(14) and (15) respectively are expressed below 
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     For the sake of brevity the formidable-looking expressions for the inplane stresses /N Eh[[   and /N EhKK  
derived from Eqs. (23) and (24) are omitted. 
On request from any interested Reader to the Author by E-mail: p.biswas1943@gmail.com, detailed numerical 
computations and interpretation of results may be sent. Also detailed bibliographical references may also be sent on 
request. 
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